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CLASSIC PROBLEMS—25 YEARS LATER
(PART 1)

PETER J. NYIKOS

About a quarter of a century ago, as Problems Editor of the then
newly-founded journal Topology Proceedings, I published a pair of
articles in the first and second volumes of the journal, titled “Classic
Problems.” Each article showcased four unsolved problems which
I considered, for a variety of reasons, to have become classics of
general topology. Each problem was accompanied by a number of
equivalent problems and related problems.

Of these eight problems, numbers II, III, and VIII have been
solved outright, with examples whose existence requires nothing
more than the usual (ZFC) axioms of set theory; numbers V and
VI have been shown ZFC-independent; numbers I and VII remain
half-solved, with consistent examples but no ZFC examples, and
no consistency results denying their existence. Finally, number IV,
the well-known M3-M1 problem, is completely unsolved—we do not
even have consistency results for it.

Elliott Pearl has done a fine job of providing updates on these
problems for Topology Atlas. (These problems and the contents of
the original write-ups in Topology Proceedings may be found at the
website http://at.yorku.ca/ i/a/a/z/10.htm.) The purpose of this
article is to give a more detailed account of progress on these prob-
lems and to stimulate additional research on them. The first four
problems, the ones appearing in Volume 1 of Topology Proceedings,
(hereafter simply referred to as “Volume 1”) are treated in detail
in this article. The other four will be the subject of Part II, along
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with any new developments on the first four. Special emphasis is
given to Problem IV for three reasons: it is the most wide open of
the eight; many partial results on special cases have been obtained
over the years; and there is at least one promising candidate for a
complete solution.

As in Volume 1, “space” means “regular Hausdorff space.”

Classic Problem I. (“Efimov’s Problem”) Does every infi-
nite compact space contain either a nontrivial convergent
sequence or a copy of βω?

Efimov posed this problem a comparatively short time (roughly
9 years) earlier [4], but I deemed it worthy of being called a clas-
sic even back then because of its remarkably fundamental nature.
The class of compact spaces is arguably the most important class
of topological spaces. Its importance transcends general topology:
functional analysts have constructed many of their own with vari-
ous analysis-relevant properties, and rings of continuous functions
on compact spaces have been studied for well over half a century.
It is also an extremely broad and varied class of spaces, and I was
amazed when I first learned in 1974 that such a fundamental ques-
tion was still open.

Consistency results were not long in coming: Fedorchuk showed
in [5], [7] that there are counterexamples under both CH and s =
ℵ1 + 2ℵ0 = 2ℵ1 . These were already discussed in Volumes 1 and
2. Remarkably little progress has been made on Efimov’s problem
since then. There are no examples just from ZFC and no good ideas
as to how to try to obtain some. There are no consistency results
in the opposite direction, although PFA is a reasonable candidate
for an affirmative answer. So is at least one model of the Filter
Dichotomy Axiom.

This axiom, which is ZFC-independent, says that every free filter
on ω can be sent by a finite-to-one function on ω to either an ultra-
filter or the cofinite filter. These two kinds of free filters on ω are at
opposite extremes, just as ω + 1 and βω are at opposite extremes
among compactifications of ω. A nontrivial convergent sequence
and its limit point (in other words, the space ω + 1) constitute the
simplest infinite compact space, while the Stone-Čech compactifi-
cation βω of ω is one of the most complicated. There is a real sense
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in which ω + 1 is the “smallest” infinite compact space while βω is
the “largest” compact space with a countable dense subspace: ev-
ery separable, infinite compact space maps surjectively onto ω + 1
and is the continuous image of βω.

Another extreme contrast exists between the algebra of finite and
cofinite subsets of ω and the algebra P(ω) of all subsets of ω, and
the following problem is one translation, via Stone duality, of the
restriction of Efimov’s problem to totally disconnected spaces:

Problem 1. Does every infinite Boolean subalgebra of P(ω) admit
a homomorphism onto either the finite-cofinite subalgebra or P(ω)
itself?

The restriction to subalgebras of P(ω) is possible because of the
reduction of Efimov’s problem to those compact spaces which have
the countable discrete space ω as a dense subspace: every infinite
space contains a copy of ω, and the closure of such a copy in a
counterexample is itself a counterexample.

Despite these resemblances, the Filter Dichotomy Axiom is not
enough for a positive solution to Efimov’s problem, because it is
compatible with s = ℵ1 +2ℵ0 = 2ℵ1 . However, it is also compatible
with s = ℵ2 and so it holds out some hope.

There is a basic equivalence which leads naturally to problems
related to Efimov’s problem and Problem 1: a compact space con-
tains a copy of βω iff it maps onto [0, 1]c. For totally disconnected
spaces we can substitute {0, 1}c for [0, 1]c. One direction uses the
fact that βω is a projective object in the class of compact spaces: if
a compact space maps onto a space that contains a copy of βω, then
it also contains a copy. The other direction features c applications
of the Tietze Extension Theorem and a little categorical topology
pertaining to the universal property of a product space. In the to-
tally disconnected case, we use the fact that these compact spaces
are the ones of large inductive dimension 0; thus, any map from a
closed subspace onto {0, 1} induces a partition of the subspace into
closed subsets which can then be enlarged to a clopen partition of
the whole space.

Another application of Stone duality now shows that Problem 1
is equivalent to:
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Problem 2. Does every infinite Boolean algebra either contain a
free subalgebra of cardinality c or have a countably infinite homo-
morphic image?

This gives us some interesting related problems as soon as we
deny CH (which gives us counterexamples anyway!): just substitute
“uncountable cardinality” for “cardinality c” in Problem 2, and ask:

Problem 3. Does every infinite compact space either contain a
copy of ω + 1 or admit a map onto [0, 1]ℵ1?

Of the related problems listed in Volume 1, only one has been
solved: “Does every infinite compact hereditarily normal space con-
tain a nontrivial convergent sequence?” At the time, it was already
known that ♦ implies a negative answer [6], and in 1990 it was
shown that PFA implies a positive answer [21].

Classic Problem II. Is there a nonmetrizable perfectly nor-
mal, paracompact space with a point-countable base?

The answer is “Yes.” In 1988, Todorčević [30] constructed an
example in ZFC. The problem was the third in a natural progres-
sion recounted by Hodel in [13]. Aull had observed in 1971 that
every perfectly normal space with a σ-disjoint base is metrizable;
Arhangel’skii had shown in 1963 that every perfectly normal, col-
lectionwise normal space with a σ-point-finite base is metrizable.
By weakening the base property but strengthening the covering
property, Hodel hoped to get another metrization theorem, at least
consistently. But the example in [30] shows this is not possible.
The example is actually quite simple, considering that the problem
remained open for fifteen years after Hodel publicized it.

The related problems mentioned along with Classic Problem II
have had a varied history. They were stated together as follows:

Which of the following implications holds for perfectly normal
spaces with point countable bases?

normal implies collectionwise normal?
collectionwise normal implies paracompact?
non-Archimedean implies metrizable?
Lindelöf implies metrizable?
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Remarkably enough, the word “perfectly” adds nothing to our
current knowledge about the first two questions as far as consistency
goes:
• The first related problem sits between the questions of whether

every metacompact normal Moore space is metrizable and that of
whether every first countable normal space is collectionwise normal.
No known model or axiom distinguishes between these two ques-
tions, which revolve around large cardinal axioms. Yes to both (and
hence to the first related problem) is consistent if it is consistent
that there is a strongly compact cardinal; but there is a metacom-
pact normal Moore space if the covering lemma holds over the Core
Model. See [22] and [8] for more on what this means. I take this
opportunity to correct a misleading misprint in [22]: in the last
section, all the ♦κ’s should be ¤κ’s.
• I have no information on the question of whether every collec-

tionwise normal space with a point-countable base is paracompact,
with or without perfect normality.

In the third related problem, it is “point-countable base” that
adds nothing. It is shown in [25] that if there is a non-Archimedean
perfectly normal space, there is one with a point-countable base.
This related problem is shown in [25] to be equivalent to an old
problem of Maurice: does every perfectly normal LOTS have a
σ-discrete dense subset?

As already remarked in Volume 1, the branch space of a Souslin
tree is a consistent example for both the third and fourth related
problems, and the latter is equivalent to the question of whether
there is a first countable L-space. This was shown to be independent
by Szentmiklóssy, who showed that MA+¬CH implies there are
none.

Classic Problem III. Is every screenable normal space para-
compact? [A space is screenable if every open cover has a σ-
disjoint open refinement.]

The answer is “No.” In 1996, Balogh [2] constructed a coun-
terexample using only ZFC. The construction is very technical and
uses elementary submodels heavily. Prior to that, Rudin [26] had
constructed one, assuming ♦++. Her example is somewhat simpler
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to describe than Balogh’s but its properties (especially normality)
are much harder to show.

Any solution to Classic Problem III has to be a Dowker space
(a normal space which is not countably paracompact) as shown
by Nagami [20], who first posed the problem. Both Rudin’s and
Balogh’s spaces are collectionwise normal, providing counterexam-
ples for the second related problem (“Is a screenable, collectionwise
normal space paracompact?”) in Volume 1. Rudin [27] showed
that if there is a normal screenable space that is not paracompact,
there is one that is not collectionwise normal, answering the first
related problem (“Is a screenable normal space collectionwise nor-
mal?”) with the help of Balogh’s example. Since screenable spaces
are weakly θ-refinable, this also answers the related problem which
asked whether every normal weakly θ-refinable space is countably
paracompact. So does another, simpler example of Balogh [1]: a
hereditarily collectionwise normal, hereditarily realcompact space
which is not paracompact but is the countable union of discrete sub-
spaces, hence weakly θ-refinable. Another related problem asked
whether every normal weakly θ-refinable space is paracompact. I
should have realized that any normal metacompact space that fails
to be collectionwise normal (such as Michael’s subspace of Bing’s
Example G) is a counterexample.

Another pair of related problems was whether a screenable (or
weakly θ-refinable) normal space of nonmeasurable cardinality is
realcompact. This referred to the old-fashioned definition of “non-
measurable cardinality” that set theorists would express with
“smaller than the first uncountable measurable cardinal.” I do
not know whether either Balogh’s or Rudin’s screenable example is
realcompact. In Volume 1, deCaux published a non-realcompact,
weakly θ-refinable Dowker space using ♣. More recently, Good
[11] produced an example using the Covering Lemma over the Core
Model. Unless there are real-valued measurable cardinals, every
weakly θ-refinable, normal, countably paracompact space is real-
compact, so Dowker spaces are required here too for ZFC coun-
terexamples.

Finally, one related problem has become a classic in its own right:
Is every normal space with a σ-disjoint base paracompact? For this
we have no consistency results whatsoever. At various times, both
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Balogh and Rudin thought they had examples under various set-
theoretic hypotheses, but withdrew their claims.

Classic Problem IV. Does every stratifiable space have a
σ-closure-preserving open base? (In other words, is every
M3 space M1?)

Shortly after this problem was posed in [3], Jun-iti Nagata is
said to have predicted that it would still be unsolved ten years
later. Over forty years have elapsed, and we still do not have even
consistency results either way. This does not mean, however, that
little progress has been made on the problem; in fact, as can be seen
from [29], it is one of the most extensively researched problems in
general topology. One sign of this is that all but one of the problems
that I listed in Volume 1 as being “Related problems” are, in fact,
equivalent to it. This is due to a powerful theorem known as the
Heath-Junnila Theorem [14].

Theorem. Every stratifiable space is the perfect retract of some
M1 space.

Now, the class of stratifiable spaces is closed under the taking
of subspaces and of closed images. The Heath-Junnila Theorem
thus shows that the M3-M1 problem is equivalent to the question
of whether every closed, or every perfect image, or every subspace,
or every closed subspace of an M1 space is M1.

At the same time, the Heath-Junnila Theorem shows just how
poor the currently known preservation properties of M1 spaces are.
The best that we have is a theorem that was already known a
quarter of a century ago: the perfect irreducible image of an M1

space is M1; and we still do not know whether “perfect” can be
improved to “closed.” (This is the only one of the related problems
in Volume 1 which has not been shown equivalent to the M3-M1

problem.)
Nevertheless, a great many natural classes of stratifiable spaces

have been shown to be M1. One of the most general classes, which
includes all stratifiable sequential spaces, was established by Mi-
zokami and Shimame [18]; they extended their class still further
with the help of Kitamura [19]. Other classes of stratifiable spaces
known to be M1 are listed below, and others can be found in the
fine survey papers [29] and [10].
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I hope the following analogy with some classic facts about metriz-
able spaces will lead to a still better appreciation of this old prob-
lem.

The celebrated Nagata-Smirnov Theorem states that a regular
space is metrizable iff it has a σ-locally finite open base. If “open” is
replaced by “clopen” then we have deGroot’s characterization of the
metrizable spaces of covering dimension 0. Also basic to the theory
is the Morita-Hanai-Stone Theorem, which has the corollary that
the perfect image of a metrizable space is metrizable. Moreover, a
space is metrizable iff it is a perfect image of a metrizable space of
covering dimension 0.

One might reasonably hope that the corresponding results con-
tinue to hold if “σ-locally finite” is weakened to “σ-closure preserv-
ing.” A regular space with a σ-closure preserving base consisting
of clopen sets is known as an M0-space, and one might therefore
expect that the M1-spaces are precisely the perfect images of M0-
spaces, while the M0-spaces are the M1-spaces of covering dimen-
sion 0. Also, since metrizable spaces are closed under the taking
of subspaces and perfect images, one might expect the M1-spaces
to have this property too—and the Heath-Junnila Theorem would
then tell us that the M1 spaces coincide with the stratifiable spaces.

Unfortunately, this lovely theory is heavily besieged by a brutal
gang of cold facts:

• In the forty-plus years of research on the M3−M1-space prob-
lem, only a few of the preservation properties of stratifiable spaces
have been proven to be shared by M1-spaces. Besides the hole re-
vealed by the Heath-Junnila Theorem, it is also not known whether
a stratifiable space which is the countable union of closed M1-
subspaces is M1 (nor, for that matter, whether every stratifiable
space is the union of countably many closed M1-subspaces).

• Perfect images of M0 spaces are indeed all M1, but the converse
is an open problem.

• The class of perfect images of M0 spaces has somewhat bet-
ter known preservation properties than that of M1 spaces, being
hereditary and preserved under perfect images in addition to being
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countably productive. However, it is not known whether it is pre-
served by closed maps; also, it is not known whether every perfect
image of an M0 space that is of covering dimension 0 is an M0

space.

• True, we do not know of any stratifiable spaces that are not
perfect images of M0-spaces, but there are quite a few intermediate
classes between these two, including strong M1-spaces [23]; closed
images of M0-spaces [9]; hereditarily M1-spaces; stratifiable spaces
in which every point has a closure-preserving open neighborhood
base [16], [15]; EM3-spaces [see below]; and, of course, the M1-
spaces themselves. No two of the classes listed just now are known
to coincide, and all but perhaps the EM3-spaces are also interme-
diate between the perfect images of M0-spaces and the M1-spaces.

• The best that has been done for the stratifiable spaces of cov-
ering dimension 0 is to show that they are EM3-spaces. More
generally, a space is EM3 iff it is the perfect (or closed) image of
a stratifiable space of covering dimension 0 [24]. Unfortunately, it
is not known whether every EM3-space is M1, nor whether every
M1-space is EM3, nor whether every stratifiable space is EM3.

However, it is true that if the EM3-spaces coincide with the M1-
spaces, then every stratifiable space is M1. This follows from the
Heath-Junnila Theorem, together with the fact that EM3-spaces
are preserved under perfect maps. In fact, EM3-spaces have all the
nice preservation properties of stratifiable spaces listed here and in
the table on p. 382 of [29].

• On the other hand, it may be that a stratifiable space that
is not M1 is already at hand: the space Ck(P) of continous real-
valued functions defined on the irrationals, with the compact-open
topology. This space has a natural neighborhood base at the zero
function 0 formed by the open sets

B(0,K, ε) = {f : ∀x ∈ K(|f(x)| < ε)},
as K ranges over the compact subsets of P. Ck(P) was shown to
be stratifiable by Gartside and Reznichenko [12] by identifying P
with ωω, and making use of the special case where the K are of
the form f↓ = {g : g(x) ≤ f(x)∀x ∈ ωω} to obtain a σ-cushioned
pairbase, the existence of which characterizes stratifiable spaces.
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However, any subcollection of the natural base fails badly to be a
σ-closure preserving base at 0. Moreover, Gruenhage and Balogh
have shown that no finite union of translates of basic open sets can
be a base and σ-closure preserving at the same time, while I have
shown that no base at 0 formed by unions of sets B(0,K, ε) can be
σ-closure-preserving. Since every open set is a union of (countably
many) translates of such sets, it might seem as though we are close
to showing C(P) is a counterexample to the M3-M1 problem, but
appearances can be deceiving!

If it turns out that Classic Problem IV has a negative solution, a
reasonable place to look for a substitute theorem is the replacement
of M1 with EM3. By the earlier reasoning, this would follow if we
could show that every M1-space is EM3. The best that can then
be hoped for is (1) that all the intermediate classes listed above
coincide with either the class of perfect images of M0-spaces, or
the class of stratifiable spaces, or the class of M1-spaces, and (2)
that the perfect images of M0 spaces are the stratifiable µ-spaces.
This would still give us an attractive theory, because the M0-spaces
coincide with the stratifiable µ-spaces of covering dimension 0 [17].
(A µ-space is a space which can be embedded in a countable product
of paracompact Fσ-metrizable spaces—that is, of spaces that are
the countable union of closed metrizable subspaces.) However, the
proliferation of intermediate classes, and the many open problems
it presents, do not allow for much optimism that things will work
out even this nicely. For example, although every stratifiable µ-
space is a perfect image of an M0-space [29], the converse is an
open problem.
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